
REVEREND HESBURGH 

TMn1<. you, Mr. Chairman. think the problem that faces every participant In these symoosi-

ums is tnat the further down the list you are put you find that many, many, of your points have 

been taken by those who preceeded you; and that the only secret Is somehow to wangle yourself on 

n the first place on the program -- lt 1s a little late for that. 

tnought that I would take as a starting point here this afternoon something to hang my 

remar~s on -- a suggested three point stage of education which you can find In Alfred North 

wnitehead 1s book 11 The Alms of Education." He is somewhat criticizing the modern concepts of 

education or how we all get educated. He makes out that this Is a continual process and he 

says that he believes all of our education Is somewhat cynical -- that It follows a certain 

series of stages and that these continue on through life or at least they should 

He beings by making them somewhat analagous to Hegels thesis, antithesis, and synthesis out 

,e feeis these words perhaps would not mean very much to most people so he coined some sl~pler 

words aM he speaks of the stage of romance, the stage of precision, and the stage of generalf

zatlo~. The interesting thlngcbout these three stages Is you can apply them to a child; and 

you can apply them to yourself this afternoon. If I tried to briefly describe them, oer 1dpS you 

.~ find yourself situated somewhere along this particular cycle because, he says, 1 ' While cycle 

,.)es repeat itself, certain stages of the cycle tend to be dominate at certain times in i ife or 

at certain parts of our education process. 11 

The stage of romance, I suppose, Is best illustrated by the chi Id who first opens his eyes 

and looks around. It Is characterized by some qualities we should try to keep all our lives, 

I believe, -- an open mind, Intellectual curiosity about everything, a kind of vividness with 

which we are able to perceive seemingly unrelated facts, new things, and new experiences -- a 

kind of continual ferment of the mind so that it doesn't get deadend by what Whitehead called 

1 inner ideas• -- a kind of a sense of newness that comes with first knowledge (the first time 

you see something) ·-a kind of general first perception of facts In all their generality. I 

think this first stage of romance Is a stage of wonderment that hopefully we could keep all our 

lives if we are not going to go stale -- that we are constantly In wonderment at the new things 

that we can learn about ourselves, about others, about the world, and even about God. I think 
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it is a menta11ty that is wl111ng to question a11 things but not to question just for the sake 

of questioning because the man who questions Is a man who is In search of wisdom as Dr. Hook 

said. It's a sense of Intellectual Interest that keeps with us through life and that there is 

a romance about It -- It Isn't dull and dead. And certainly today, In an age that we are living 

and In an age which this Institution will be celebrating In this symposium, there is much to be 

excited about -- much even to be romantic about -- much that comes to us new and vivid -- a new 

picture of the moon -- a new way of understanding the planet Venus, and many other things of 

ultimate excitement from the Inner recesses of the atom to the brillance of a super nova in 

outer space. 

When he app1les this to education, and I think we must -- oh, and when I say education, do 

not think of coming here to class or coming any place to class; it Is that constant process of 

growing, and learning, and being alive in your mind. It seems to me that in life you experience 

people who are bright and people who are dull. The definition is very simple, the people who 

are bright simply have never gotten over the romance that began the day they opened their eyes 

and looked upon a new world -- they never cease to see things, to experience things, to cherish 

the learning process. And so this first stage of romance ls with us a11 of our lives and if it 

is not with us; we become very du11. .. 
The second stage Is a little more gruesome, I'm afraid. It's the stage of precision, this 

is learning a lot about certain things. It's the kind of stage that Whitehead says characterizes 

the youngsters in high school most of the time where they are bent over their desks studying, 

learning how to do algebra and calculus and learning how to do science, learning how to try 

to understand something a bout h Is tory, 1 anguage, or 11 teratu re. And he said, 11 In this age of 

precision we learn how to take these disaggregate facts that come up in the age of romance and 

we learn how to analyze- them one by one -- we apply a certain methodology, we organize them 

into a certain kind of knowledge." In a sense we classify to them our knowledge and then all 

the new facts fit or try to be fitted into these classifications. The stage of precision is 

necessary In all of our lives because we have to be confident about something. I suppose, for 

the purpose of this symposiun, we should be reasonably confident about being human beings. ' ! I 

That leads me to the third stage which Is the stage of generallzatlon. Whitehead said if i I 
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this stage should characterize anything -- it should characterize a university experience because 

when you come to the university you should no longer be a school boy bending over your desk ..;_ 

you should stand up and look around the world and see what ther Is to be seen, and try to make 

some sense, or as Dr. Hook said, some meaning -- or try to get some order out of this totality 

of facts even within a given subject that you have learned well. think that the question of 

the stage of generalization really Is that stage which comes to bear upon what might be called 

the philosophical man because It ls In this stage, and It should occur throughtout our lives, 

that we try to see some meaning -- meaning In life -- meaning in ourselves -- or meaning In 

vocations --or·meaning in all of the reality that surrounds us. You can jump beyond the purely 

philosophical, as Dr. Hook said, and you can find the meaning of eternity as well as the meaning 

of time If you have faith. You can try to find some meaning that relates to your salvation or 

the lack of it -- but this is getting beyond the philosophical man Into what might be called the 

theological man and I think that that ts not part of our subject matter here this afternoon. It 

seems to me as we look into this world at· the enormous change that ls taking place and the 

great difficulty of generalization In our times -- I would look upon it more as an opportunity 

rather than as a danger or a simpel confusion. I like to believe that if you look at the intel

lectual history of mankind -- we've gone through various stages of knowledge -- we have a 

philosophical age when the Greeks like to call everything philosophy Including science, as we 

know it today, and theology and everything else. Because they have looked for the one thing that 

they thought was Important and indeed It is still Important today namely, wisdom. There was an 

age in midevll times when theology was the queen of science and it,too 9 like philosophy tried 

to establish Its' own hegemony; it was a kind of monopoly and kingdom unto itself. And when 

the first science came along, especially In the famous case of Galileo, he had difficulty with 

the theologians because they felt that he was Impinging upon their territory or their reserve. 

And now In our day you look around and you get into this cumulation or cumulativeness of inven

tiveness, as Dr. Hook said, and here, Indeed, you are at an age where you are struck by the 

enormous change In movement -- In new activity, new formulations» new potentials that come 

through science and technology. And It seems to me that man has run his race in each of these 

philosophical, theological, science, and tehcnologtcal fields and now the great thing we need 
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if we bear down on this stage of generalization is some how to come up with some unity of know

ledge -- to learn how to live with alt we have and alt we yet wilt have In our lives -- to learn 

how to get deeper meaning and order and understanding out of the world that we live In and that 

ls evolving , rather than to live In confusion and what Is worse -- to live in fear. And 

think to do this we need philosophers; the sad thing is that the professional philosopher today 

is, I believe, I am not one of them -- but I believe the professional philosopher today spends 

so much time talking about words and their meaning and analyzing every little bit of meaning 

and Inter-relations that somehow he misses the big question now I'm not referring to the 

previous speaker when I say that because he is a phllospher of a different stripe; thank God. 

But anyway, the real questions that face people when they look at science and technology and 

the world that It is giving us these questions are really philosophical -- they are ultimately 

theological too. But you can't solve them by science and technology unless you've developed 

this unity of knowledge -- unless everybody becomes, In a sense, a philosopher and asks for 

himself these ultimate questions. We are not going to make much sense out of this world we have 

inherited and the world we are stf 11 going to live to see because the ultimate questions-- If 

you put it this way -- Is science good or bad? There Is no answer to that because science Is 

neither good nor bad -- It Is neutral. What makes science good or bad Is a human being -- to 

what purposes he puts it -- how he uses It -- how well he understands whether it contributes or 

derogates from the nature and destiny of man -- what man Is meant to be -- what relationship It 

has to all of his rights Including some rather simple but very important rlghts 0 such as Dr. 

Price referred to when he talked of privacy and Individuality and living ones' own life----

equality and all the rest. 

I would not worry about anything that science and technology might bring us whether it is a 

knowledge of other intellectual beings or anything else. If only it brought us just one thing 

that we knew was being dedicated to service of mankind tn our day that It was making for man 

that one thing that man has never been able to make for himself which Is a material situation 

in which nis human dignity may come to some frultlton where It becomes a possibility and not 

a travisty. I don't mind the change as long as the change has got a direction and Indeed It 

will have a direction If man -- all men Including the scientists and technologlsts become a little. 
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phl1osophica1 about finding the goodness or badness In that which takes up so much of their 

time -- makes so much of their know1edge -- which Is so much a part of their own stage of pre

cision. And I would like to hope that a11 of us can find something very romantic In science 

today -- but that the very romanticism should come from what It cou1d do for mankind. And here, 

indeed, we find a great deal of alienation among many peop1e bee ause If, indeed, science has 

given us in our day the potential to feed peop1e, and clothe peop1e, and house people -- the 

potential to give peop1e the materla1 situation that I speak of -- which Is not a11 important 

because man does not live by bread a1one. But it is Important to man's freedom that at )east 

he have economic viability, that at least he have decent health and the hope for education -

that at )east there is some chance of his Improving his human lot and rea1izlng something about 

the human dignity that God gave him. Now if he doesn't have this chance, you can talk all 

you want about freedom, equality and dignity and It doesn't really mean very much because it's 

hard to be dignified If you are hungry, or if you are poor, or if you are hopeless. And so I 

wou1d think that in this symposium -- The Philosophical Man or at least put It another way 

the man with the philosophical bent of mind the man whoever he is who is not afraid of this 

stage of genera1izatlon -- the man who can be confident through the stage of precision and who 

can be excited about a11 knowledge through the stage of romance that he ls not afraid to 4 

enter into the stage of generalization to really make something of this world that we have -- to 

rea1ly make something of the enormous potentials of this world -- to rea11y make it for the first 

time in the history of mankind -- a different kind of world. Now I think to do that we have to 

have values, certainly, we have to have Ideals, we have to have some perception of the nature 

and destiny of man -- we have to have some sense of value and proportion and order that some 

things are more Important than others. But what we need more than anything else is this deep 

sense of conviction on the part of every human being that his life and whatever he has learned 

from the romance of learnlng,and whatever he has perceived from this stage of precision, wl11 

SDITlehow be generalized into a tota1 commitment of his own 11fe to do something with all he has 

that as he learns more each day he somehow becomes more of a hlll'lan being. And It seems to me 

in our day that becoming more of a human being means developing some kind of compassion for the 

totality of human beings. that are so poorly off and yet have In our day the potentlal of becoming 
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much better off. 

What I am saying in a word Is that there Is not much satisfaction In using the enormity of 

our science -- which is knowledge. But also even more -- power to destroy rather than to build, 

to deepen the gulfs between the haves and the have-nots In our day, to be a cause of contention 

among makind rather than a cause for unity. Because a11 of these great potentials that we have 

as human beings, and especially this potential to keep on learning must somehow be geared to 

the potential of serving, because Whitehead also said that while education gives you knowledge 

more than anything else It gives you power and that the very style of our lives should be a 

use of that power a restrain and focus use of that power. That the young boy of knowledge who 

comes to an education leaves a man of power. But the power undirected, unfocused, and especially 

not guided by values and commlttments often, I think, becomes a menace rather than a promise. 

And I would hope that the philosophical man or the man with the philosophical bent brings 

anything to our day -- he would bring some focus of meaning because of his comnlttment of use 

power in the service of mankind and not his destruction. 

Thank you very much. 
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